
Ada Walker’s sampler 

 

The story behind this 1889 sampler is one of the most unusual stories you will read.  It 

is the story of three sisters and the perseverance of the youngest sister Ada, in spite of 

adverse circumstances, to make her own “Bristol sampler”. 

 

How did we find the stitcher when the sampler was not clearly signed? 

When Jacky Bower [UK] and Claudia Dutcher Kistler [USA] began the task of tracking 

down who made this sampler, they were fortunate enough to have some provenance 

from the family who sold it to Lorraine Mootz.  The information was not straight forward 

but useful.  In studying other samplers, Jacky noticed that when samplers had a row of 

initials, these initials often matched with family members.  Sometimes the girls included 

the initials of her friends. On this sampler there are 17 sets of initials; 15 pairs and two 

sets of initials each in a wreath – ESW and WW.  On other researched samplers the 

wreath initials were often the stitcher and her friend or sister.  This was not the case for 

this sampler. 

 

This sampler was different than other Bristol orphan samplers  

This sampler was stitched 10 years after other samplers with the same format.  Often 

you can make ad educated guess about when an unsigned or undated sampler was 

stitched by the style of the sampler.  This one was dated 1889.  Most samplers with a 

similar style to this sampler were dated in the early 1880’s.  It’s not a hard and fast rule 

that the style of sampler dictates when it was stitched.  The girls liked to stitch together 

and different styles of samplers were popular during different periods at the orphanage. 

The fabric used was not as tightly woven as seen in most orphan samplers.  The stitch 

count is about 28 stitches, worked over two threads, per inch.  On most Bristol orphan 

samplers there are about 30 – 35 stitches, worked over two threads, per inch. 

The sampler was never Hem stitched.  All other Bristol samplers that have surfaced, 

even the unfinished ones, were Hem stitched before the decorative stitching was 

completed.  That is sometimes why you see motifs or alphabets worked into the Hem 

stitched area.  Ada’s sampler still had extra fabric.   

The back of the sampler is a complete mess.  If the girl was working under a teacher 

then she would not have been allowed to have that many untidy threads.  Ada herself 

was not the best stitcher, but she wasn’t the only orphan girl who didn’t get everything 

lined up etc.  The red sampler was the resume with a needle for an orphan girl.  This 

sampler was likely done for the pleasure of the stitcher and not under a teacher. 

 



Here is the story of Ada Walker and her passion to stitch her own sampler 

 

Ada was the youngest of nine children.   

Her parents were William Walker [b.1832 – d. 1874 age 43], and Elizabeth Sarah Holt 

[b. 1831 – d. 1879 age 48].  They were married on 26 April, 1853. 

 

The two sets of initials stitched in the wreath were Ada’s parents 

  ESW – Elizabeth Sarah Walker 

  WW – William Walker 

 

The names of her siblings and their initials on the sampler 

Charles Edward Walker b. 1856  EW  

William George Walker b.1858  WW 

Clara Anne Walker b. 1860  CW 

Florence Walker b.1863   FW 

Emily Walker b. 1864   EW 

Jane Walker b. 1866 – d. 1867 

Mary Ann Walker b. 30 Oct 1866  AW  

Kate Walker b. 2 Oct 1868   KW 

Ada Walker b. 26 August 1871  AW 

 

Other initials on the sampler have been attributed to Walker cousins.  There are a few 

we could not trace, but finding so many initials we could match with relatives helps link 

the sampler to the Walker family. 

 

Going to the orphanage by way of the Woburn Workhouse 

When the mother died in 1879 the three youngest girls were taken to the Woburn Union 

Workhouse and were under the care of Mrs. Bragg.  Her husband George Bragg was 

the master of the Woburn Workhouse.  Elizabeth Walker died on 17 November, 1879.  

The three girls were admitted to the Muller orphan homes on 16 December 1879.  They 

would have been the following ages: Mary Ann age 13, Kate age 11, and Ada age 8. 



Life after being dismissed from the orphanage 

Mary Ann was dismissed from the orphanage on 25 March 1884 (age 17) and sent to 

work as a kitchen maid who later became a cook.  Kate was dismissed from the 

orphanage on 3 February 1886 (age 17).  Ada was not sent out with a position due to 

her health. She was dismissed before her sisters in 1883. [See her dismissal record.] 

Ada Walker had epilepsy.  She was sent back to the Woburn Union Workhouse on 6 

July 1883, one month before her twelfth birthday, as she could not be recommended for 

a situation.  The orphanage did not have a staff trained to care for children with chronic 

medical conditions.  Ada would spend her remaining days in the Woburn workhouse. 

There is a strange term in the orphan admission records called “The Undertakings”.  

This was the name of a document that read - if a child was unable to stay at the 

orphanage then the people who signed The Undertakings would be willing to be 

responsible for the care of that child.  Mr. Müller always made sure that his children had 

a place to live.  One of the people signing The Undertakings for the Walker sisters was 

George Bragg, the Master of the Woburn Workhouse.  He was one of the people 

petitioning to have the sisters admitted to the orphanage.  When Ada could no longer 

stay in Bristol, the Bragg’s took her back. 

 

If the sampler is dated 1889 and Ada was dismissed from the orphanage in 1883. 

Where and why was this sampler stitched? 

Ada used Mary Ann’s sampler as a template to stitch her own sampler in 1889.   

After being released from the orphanage in 1884, older sister Mary Ann was working as 

a cook and living in Dunstable, which is only about 9 miles from where Ada was living in 

the workhouse in Woburn.  Mary Ann would have stitched her own red sampler when 

she was about 13 -15 years of age.  Mary Ann’s original sampler has not yet been 

found.  After leaving the orphanage, Mary Ann was now earning her living as a cook 

and didn’t “need” her red sampler as part of her resume to employers.  Our best guess 

is that Mary Ann loaned Ada her sampler as a template.  Someone supplied Ada with 

the fabric and threads needed to stitch her own sampler. This could have been her 

sister Mary Ann or even Mrs. Bragg, who had taken care of Ada and her sisters before 

they entered the orphanage.   

The assumption that Ada was working on her own and copied her sister Mary Ann’s 

sampler explains the early 1880’s style of Ada’s 1889 sampler.  If she was working 

under a teacher her threads would have been neater and the fabric would have been 

Hem stitched.  Unlike other girls who were required to stitch a red sampler, this red 

sampler was project that Ada Walker really wanted to stitch.  This makes the Ada 

Walker 1889 sampler the most unusual Bristol orphan sampler that has surfaced to 

date, because it was not stitched while the stitcher was living in the orphanage.   



Ada lived short life but her sampler remains 

Ada died from epilepsy at age 19 on the 24 Dec 1890 while living in the Woburn Union 

Workhouse.  From additional information we found it is likely that Mr. Bragg, the Master 

of the workhouse, and his wife may have had a soft spot in his heart for Ada and taken 

a special interest in her.  She may have been a servant in his household.  On her death 

certificate she is listed as a domestic servant even while living in the Woburn Union 

Workhouse. 

Her perseverance and passion for completing her sampler will always remain because 

we know her story.  We hope she enjoyed stitching her sampler and was proud of her 

achievement.   

 

The people who helped find the story of Ada Walker and her sampler 

Without the Walker sisters orphan records, shared with us by the George Müller 

Charitable Trust, we would not have be able to confirm specific details about the family.  

This story would not have been possible without the recent family provenance supplied 

by Lorraine Mootz and her willingness to share her sampler with all of us.  Jacky Bower, 

and her amazing genealogy detective work, helped us know we had the right family and 

timeline.  Claudia Dutcher Kistler contributed her knowledge about the history and the 

intricate details of Bristol sampler stitching, which helped us agree on the conclusion we 

did.  We are all delighted to share the story of Ada Walker’s short life with you and her 

passion, even in adversity, to stitch her own Bristol sampler.  

 

You can see more Bristol samplers and read their stories at bristolsamplers.com. 


